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Abstract

In this article, graduated physics teachers’ views about their teacher education program and professional needs are evaluated. With respect to teacher knowledge, Physical Knowledge for Teaching (PKT) framework consisting of six domains related to content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge was developed based on the framework of Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching. PKT was utilized in the design of a Likert scale instrument that aims to discover teachers’ views concerning these six domains from two separate viewpoints: to what extent the domains were covered in their teacher education program concerning the domains, and how important is that theme for their profession. Results revealed that teachers see that the domains related to common content knowledge and structures of physics have been addressed adequately in their teacher education but characteristics of other domains, such as teaching methods, evaluation, and motivating learners, received less favorable evaluations. With respect to the importance of different domains for teacher profession, teachers valued the importance of every domain of teacher knowledge highly. These findings suggest that the greatest deficiencies in this physics teacher education program lie on addressing pedagogical content knowledge with its various sub-domains. Our PKT framework offers a promising base for evaluating physics teacher knowledge. We suggest that a framework for teacher knowledge should be explicitly introduced for pre-service teachers in their education so that they could evaluate their knowledge and professional needs better.
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1. Introduction

Internationally, Finland has a good reputation in science teacher education due to high results received in international comparisons, such as PISA and TIMMS (OECD, 2018; TIMMS & PIRLS, 2015). However, recently the ranking of Finland in these comparisons has declined, even if Finland is still amongst the high-achieving countries. Besides this, findings indicate that the interest towards science and scientific careers of Finnish youth are amongst the lowest ones in OECD countries (OECD, 2015). These findings cause a concern for science teacher educators because qualified and motivated youth are a key factor in building a sustainable future for small countries such as Finland. Hence, it is important to critically evaluate teacher education programs in order to assure that forthcoming teachers will have the necessary know-how for their profession. In the course of this article, graduated Finnish physics teachers’ views about their teacher education program are evaluated.

1.1. Teacher Knowledge

Whilst referring to the knowledge and skills that teachers need in their professions, the term teacher knowledge is often used. The afore-mentioned term and its characteristics are not defined unambiguously but it can be evaluated from various perspectives. However, there is a rather wide consensus within the scientific community that the general framework presented by Shulman (1986) defines the most essential elements of teacher knowledge to some extent. In this framework, the teacher knowledge is presented to consist of three domains, namely content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, and curricular knowledge. Later, Shulman supplemented this framework by presenting a fine-structure for it, with altogether seven domains labelled content knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, curriculum knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, knowledge of learners and their characteristics, knowledge of educational contexts, and knowledge of educational ends, purposes, and values (Shulman, 1987).

The afore-mentioned frameworks do not take any stand for any particular subject, but they describe teacher knowledge in general. However, there are also studies concerning subject-specific teacher knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge for different disciplines (e.g. Koponen, Asikainen, Viholainen & Hirvonen, 2017; Keller, Neumann & Fischer, 2017; van Driel, Verloop & de Vos, 1998). Typically, these studies are constructed based on Shulman’s framework or are otherwise well in agreement with it. These studies tie Shulman’s framework to subject-specific content knowledge, and thus they can bring more pragmatic aid for teachers and teacher educators than Shulman’s framework (Shulman 1986, 1987).

One widely used evidence-based framework built upon Shulman’s ideas is labelled Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching (MKT) (Ball, Thames & Phelps, 2008). As the name indicates, the MKT refers to teaching mathematics, and the domains of the framework and their descriptions are subordinate for the subject. The underlying idea of the framework is that the two ends are subject matter knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, and they both have their own sub-structures with three domains each as seen in Figure 1.
Subject matter knowledge consists of three knowledge types. Common content knowledge (CCK) means knowledge that the people knowing and using mathematics possess. Specialized content knowledge (SSK), in turn, stands for knowledge essential for effective teaching of mathematics. Horizon content knowledge (HCK) describes how mathematics topics are related to each other in the body of topics of mathematics in the curriculum. Pedagogical content knowledge also includes three knowledge domains. Knowledge of content and students (KCS), means knowledge of how students learn particular content, whereas Knowledge of content and teaching (KCT) denotes knowledge about effective strategies for certain teaching events and topics. Knowledge of content and curriculum (KCC) contains knowledge of curricula, for instance, how and when certain mathematics topic is typically taught. (Ball, 2008)

1.2. Physical Knowledge for Teaching (PKT) Framework

With respect to previous frameworks suggested for teacher knowledge in physics, knowledge base of physics teacher education has been previously introduced by Asikainen and Hirvonen (2010). In this framework, teacher knowledge is divided into two sections: knowledge of physics and knowledge of teaching physics. Knowledge of physics consists of conceptual understanding, structures of physics, history of physics, philosophy of physics, and experimental work (knowledge of physics). Knowledge of teaching physics stands for instructional approaches (skills and instructional implementations), mathematical problem-solving, and students' preconceptions and models.

We think that one possible framework for characterizing teacher knowledge of physics could also be built upon MKT. There are several good reasons for this, and the major one emerges from the fact that both mathematics and physics have common features, such as hierarchical structure, logical thinking, utilizing models and equations, problem-solving. Naturally, these subjects are connected from the historical point of view (Dirac, 1940). Thus, we think that MKT offers a good starting point for evaluating physics teachers’ knowledge when the framework is updated by adding certain distinctive features of physics and by removing exclusive mathematics features, as described below. As the domains seen in Figure 1 yet do not take a stand on the subject per se, the labels of the domains remain identical in the Physical Knowledge for Teaching (PKT) framework.

Regarding the domain descriptions below, various sources have been utilized in formulating them. General descriptions are mostly based on studies related to MKT model (Koponen, Asikainen, Viholainen & Hirvonen, 2016; Ball et al., 2008; Hill, Ball & Schilling 2008), whilst the parts related strictly to physics and teaching it originate from other sources (e.g. Asikainen & Hirvonen, 2010; Halloun, 2004). This new framework is much more detailed than earlier ones and also offers possibilities for measuring teacher knowledge.

1.2.1. Domains in Subject Matter Knowledge

In one sense, common content knowledge (CCK) is the most evident domain of teacher's knowledge. In the context of physics teaching, it refers to pure physics content, such as theories, laws, concepts, notations, terminology, and methods of physics. This knowledge is utilized in other contexts than in teaching as well, e.g. in physics research and engineering.

Horizon content knowledge (HCK) refers to the hierarchical structure of physics and the essential elements within it. For example, the relationships between theories, models, phenomena, and observations are included in this domain. Besides, HCK includes general information concerning knowledge construction process and dualistic nature - namely, the interaction between phenomena and theory - of physics.

Specialized content knowledge (SCK) includes elements related to teaching but that are still strongly connected to content knowledge rather than for pedagogical content knowledge. The domain includes knowledge about choosing appropriate exercises and illustrative examples and knowledge about proper assignments for students with a certain level of knowledge for various topics. This domain also includes
certain specific teaching tasks, such as grading exams that do not necessarily require pedagogical content knowledge. For example, recognizing an erroneous use of physics concepts belongs to this domain.

1.2.2. Domains in Pedagogical Content Knowledge

Knowledge of content and students (KCS) is a combination of knowing about students and knowing about physics. This includes, for example, teacher’s familiarity with common alternative conceptions and other learning difficulties related to the subject. Besides, information about motivating examples and choosing appropriate tasks and understanding learners’ use of language, possibly unorthodox from the viewpoint of physics, are included in this domain. According to Hill et al. (2008), KCS is the primary element in Shulman's PCK, as PCK addresses understanding of what makes learning certain topics difficult. For instance, recognizing a common alternative conception from student’s answer relates to this domain.

Knowledge of content and teaching (KCT) combines knowledge concerning physics content and teaching. This includes but is not limited to choosing effective strategies for topics to be taught, organizing classrooms and experimental working, and promoting interaction and communication. For example, reacting to pupils’ question in a way that helps them to discover their own answers requires subject-specific knowledge from this domain. Also, different roles of a teacher belong to this domain.

The last domain Knowledge of content and curriculum (KCC) is the knowledge related to regulations coming from national and local curricula that set the guidelines and aims for teaching, i.e. topics to be taught and characterizations of other possible aims. Besides, knowledge about teaching materials, instruments, technology, etc. belong to this domain.

1.3. Teachers’ Views about Teacher Knowledge and their Education

In the course of this section, teachers’ views about their education and physics teacher knowledge with its domains and characteristics are introduced.

Asikainen and Hirvonen (2010) made a case study about the views of experienced physics teachers (N=6) concerning physics teacher knowledge in Finland. Whilst reflecting the main findings from this study to PKT model, the importance of common content knowledge, such as including experimental work and some elements of specialized content knowledge, e.g. everyday life examples and helpful explanations were emphasized. Besides this, some elements of Knowledge of Content and Teaching were mentioned regularly, such as activating teaching strategies.

When the afore-mentioned teachers were prompted with the aid of Likert scale claims concerning teacher knowledge, certain new elements were highlighted. Conceptual understanding, the structure of physics, experimental work, and instructional approaches were considered important by all teachers, and students’ preconceptions and models by many of them. Then again, physics history was seen as a neutral component for teacher knowledge by all teachers whilst the knowledge related to philosophy of physics and mathematical problem-solving divided participants’ views. (Asikainen and Hirvonen, 2010).

Buabeng, Conner and Winter (2016) studied physics teachers’ views about their preparedness to teach various physics topics and about the teacher education they had received in New Zealand. First, it was revealed that mostly teachers considered themselves well prepared to teach certain physics areas (e.g. mechanics and electricity) whilst some others (e.g. modern physics) received less favorable perceptions. This signals that there are differences within the domain of common content knowledge amongst these teachers.

Teachers’ views about their teacher education showed that they evaluated their education to have prepared them well in terms of knowledge of learners and their development, monitoring and diagnosing learners with accurate helpful feedback concerning their learning, the curriculum goals, and teaching diverse students (Buabeng et al., 2016). With respect to more critical views concerning the education received, it
was revealed that teachers did not seem to have gained adequate common content knowledge, understanding and implementing both national and local curricula, and utilizing ICT in their teaching (Buabeng et al., 2016).

Abd-El-Khalick and BouJaoude (1997) studied science (biology, chemistry, physics, medical lab technology, agriculture, or pharmacy) teachers’ knowledge base in Beirut. It was shown that teachers have naïve ideas about nature of science and structures of their disciplines, and these ideas mostly did not differ according to their level of education, school level, or teaching experience. Teachers’ concept maps showed them to have relatively inaccurate knowledge base in comparison to expert maps. Besides these, teachers had problems in connecting their disciplines to everyday life experiences and recognizing misconceptions. These findings suggest in their teacher education there are problems in the domains of common content knowledge, horizon content knowledge, and knowledge of content and students.

Koponen et al. (2016, 2017) have used MKT model for evaluating graduated mathematics teachers’ views (often physics minors) about the teacher education they have received. It was revealed that especially the domains of Common content knowledge, Special content knowledge, Knowledge of content and students, and Knowledge of content and teaching would deserve more emphasis in teacher education according to graduated teachers which suggests that these domains have also a great importance for teachers’ profession, even if this was not probed explicitly. Most of these mathematics teachers also teach physics which suggests these findings to be transferable to that context to some extent.

1.4. Research Focus and Questions

As the aim of teacher education is to provide teachers with the best possible skills and knowledge for their profession, we teacher educators should assure that our teacher education programs can deliver this. Therefore, it is important to evaluate existing teacher education programs to gain insights for possible improvements. This is in the focus of this article, and the research questions are formulated as follows:

1. How do graduated physics teachers evaluate their teacher education program in terms of different domains of teacher knowledge?

2. How do graduated physics teachers evaluate the importance of different domains of teacher knowledge for their profession?

2. Context and Methods

In this section, the context of the study and data gathering and analyzing methods are described.

2.1. Physics Teachers’ Education in Finland

Physics teacher studies in Finland are given in universities by subject departments, departments of education, and teacher training schools. The main responsibility in studies lies on the subject department where both researchers and teachers are educated; students must take 90 ECTS credits minimum in their major. The remaining ECTS credits included in master's degree consist of general studies (e.g. English, communication skills), pedagogical studies (60 ECTS credits, including teaching practice), and minor studies for other subjects (60 ECTS credits, typically mathematics and/or chemistry for forthcoming physics teachers). The following descriptions introduce the education program as it has been for the teacher sample of this study.

Basic studies in physics (25 ECTS credits) consist of four lecture courses supplemented with weekly homework sessions and one laboratory course. Besides physics majors, these courses include students studying mathematics, chemistry, and computer science. The textbook used in the lecture courses is Physics for Scientists and Engineers by Knight (2014), and the topics covered include mechanics, thermal physics, oscillations and waves, electricity and magnetism, and modern physics. The courses are taught by experienced lecturers. The laboratory course in the entity addresses the themes taught in the lecture courses, and the underlying idea is that students make guided experiments and write succinct reports about these.
Intermediate studies in physics (35 ECTS credits) include lecture courses addressing different topics of physics and a conventional laboratory course taken by both forth-coming researchers and teachers, both physics majors and minors. Besides, there are two special laboratory courses designed solely for physics teacher majors and minors. The lecture courses with homework sessions deepen the content addressed in basic studies, and each course has its own textbook (e.g. Hecht, 2002; Schroeder, 2000). The conventional laboratory includes guided experiments, and the course aims to develop learner’s experimental skills and their abilities to write scientific reports. The first special laboratory course for teachers introduces the basics of experimental working and introduces conventional school laboratory experiments designed for lower secondary level. The latter course has a strong base in research, and it concentrates on theoretical foundations of experimental working, such as introducing aims of experimental working and different levels of openness. The actual course is implemented so that teacher students must design, implement, and report experimental laboratory work for a given topic for upper secondary level based on a theoretical framework presented for them (Nivalainen, Asikainen & Hirvonen, 2013).

Advanced studies in physics (60 ECTS credits) is a research-based entity constructed based on the needs of physics teachers. Courses address themes that are shown to be important in teacher's profession, such as history of physics, physics as a structural science (e.g. Halloun, 2004; Kurki-Suonio & Kurki-Suonio, 1994), conceptual physics, and problems in understanding physics (e.g. Hestenes, Wells & Swackhamer, 1992; McDermott, 1990). Besides these, students must take two courses shared with forth-coming researchers, e.g. color science or material physics. Teacher students also make their bachelor and master theses related to teacher's profession. These can include research projects about learning certain physics topics at school, planning and conducting pedagogically designed experimental work, or teaching interventions, just to name but a few.

The entity of pedagogical studies (60 ECTS credits) is organized by the education department and the teacher training school. The preceding one provides general education related to learning and teaching, and the courses cover learning theories, methodological studies, small-scale research projects, studies about the regulations directing school-work, and ethical issues. Besides this, there are certain courses related to subject-specific pedagogy where some subject-specific teachings methods are addressed. The role of the teacher training school is to enable teacher students to practice teaching in authentic contexts under a supervision of specially educated teachers.

2.2. The Participants

The internet-survey was delivered for all teachers with physics as their major graduated from The Department of Physics and Mathematics between the years 2008 and 2016. The reason to limit the survey for the teachers graduated during this time period is that before this the teacher education program differentiated greatly from the one described above, and thus the sample would not be heterogeneous enough.

The total number of teachers was 45, and 26 of them responded to the survey the answer percentage being 58%. With respect to respondents’ working experience, 58% had worked less than five years whilst 42% had more than five years of teaching experience. 24 out 26 respondents had taken the entity of special courses for physics teachers during their education whilst the remaining two have had different courses, likely pure physics, during their education. These responses are not differentiated in the analysis.

2.3. Data Gathering and Analysis

The data gathering instrument was designed based on the PKT framework by three researchers with previous experience with the MKT model and related theories on teacher knowledge. The underlying idea for the instrument was to construct Likert scale claims related to the different domains of teacher knowledge, and to ask teachers to evaluate those from two viewpoints: how well were they educated in their teacher education program concerning that theme, and how important is that theme for teacher's work in their opinion. The claims were based on researchers’ expertise in physics, physics education, and...
physics education research and various sources were utilized whilst formulating them (e.g. Finnish National Board of Education - FNBE, 2014; Kurki-Suonio & Kurki-Suonio, 1994; Knight, 2014). During the construction of the survey, the claims and their formulations and wordings were evaluated and commented several times by the researchers before the actual data gathering.

The claims were formulated to be as pragmatic as possible so the teachers would not necessarily need theory-based information about teacher knowledge. Besides, the claims in the instrument were not grouped under the domain titles of PKT but rather according to practices of teaching so that teachers have better preparedness to answer them appropriately.

With respect to the PKT model, each claim was categorized belonging to one domain only for the sake of brevity of results, even if certain claims might have characteristics from more than one domain. The numbers of claims for each domain are seen in Table 1. The categorization was evaluated by two researchers who did not participate in constructing the survey, and during this process some changes for the categorization were implemented. The instrument is found in the following internet address: https://luma.uef.fi/physics-teacher-education-program-survey/ in both pdf and docx forms. The original instrument was in Finnish, and the translation to English was conducted by the authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>The number of claims</th>
<th>The claims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common content knowledge (CCK)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>#1–#8, #14–#19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized content knowledge (SCK)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>#9–#13, #28, #29, #48–#51, #67–#69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon Content Knowledge (HCK)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>#20–#24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of Content and Teaching (KCT)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>#25–#27, #30–#35, #56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of Content and Students (KCS)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>#36–#47, #53–#55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of Content and Curriculum (KCC)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>#52, #57–#66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The number of claims for each domain of the modified MKT model and the ordinal numbers of claims

The data consists of teachers’ answers for Likert scale claims. As there were 69 claims total, and each was to be evaluated from two viewpoints, teachers were expected to make 138 choices in the survey. The first viewpoint, physics teacher education received in terms of different domains of teacher’s knowledge, was evaluated with a five-point Likert scale with the following wording:

How good know-how teacher education gave you for the following areas? 1 = not at all, 2 = poor, 3 = mediocre, 4 = good, 5 = excellent.

It should be noted that of “I cannot say” was excluded from the options offered because with this wording teachers had to take a stand on each claim, and thus more representative data was expected to be received. Besides this, teachers could leave a blank answer.

The latter viewpoint, namely teachers’ evaluations for the importance of different domains of teacher’s knowledge for their profession, was evaluated with Likert scale claims with the following wording:

What is the significance of this area for teaching profession in your opinion? 1 = not significant at all, 2 = somewhat significant, 3 = significant, 4 = very significant, 5 = I cannot say.

The use of Likert scale differs in this viewpoint as the option of “I cannot say” was also offered for the respondents. This was done since certain claims might be related to issues that might not have emerged yet in teachers’ profession, even if it might prove to have great importance later, for example when national curricula are renewed. Besides, the wordings of the options differed between the questions for the sake of different nature of the questions.

In order to get an overview concerning teachers’ views concerning addressing the six domains of teacher knowledge in their education and the importance of them for their profession, we wanted to get
descriptive numbers. Thus, for both viewpoints the answer options were scaled so that the most negative option (not at all or not significant at all) corresponded to 0% and the most positive one (excellent or very significant) to 100%. This way we could present results related to both viewpoints with the same scale, whilst 100% refers to full satisfaction for the education received and importance for teacher's profession. Responses with the choice “I cannot say” in the latter viewpoint were excluded from the analysis for the sake of brevity.

After this, mean values for teachers’ responses for all claims were calculated with the scale introduced above. Then these claim-specific mean values were used to calculate mean values and standard deviation for teachers’ responses to six domains of teacher knowledge. Both “I cannot say” and blank answers were excluded from the analysis; the number of these was 0,5 out of 26 per claim in average. However, these figures offer a base for further discussion and interpretation of the results obtained so this choice is justified in this study.

Next, Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was used to find out the statistically significant differences between teachers’ received know-how and experienced importance. The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (Roster, Glynn & Lee, 2006) is a frequently used nonparametric test for paired data.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows a summary about teachers’ evaluations for the six domains of teacher knowledge concerning their know-how received in their education and the importance of them for their profession. This gives an overview about the domains teachers were or were not satisfied in their education and that which ones they valued for their profession.

Three important observations can be made from Figure 2. First, there seem to be clear differences between the two viewpoints evaluated, especially in the domains of SCK, KCT, and KCC. Second, teachers seem to be quite satisfied for their education related to the domains of CCK and HCK (75%-76%) but only moderately to the domains of SCK, KCT, KCS, and KCC (40%-51%). Third, teachers value all the domains of teacher knowledge for their profession rather highly, with the range from 72% to 90%. These findings signal that teachers evaluate that there is a great disparity between the content taught for them and their actual needs.
The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (Roster, Glynn & Lee, 2006) indicated that teachers’ considered importance of certain knowledge domains statistically significantly higher than the level of know-how they had been provided during teacher education (see Table 2). Specialized content knowledge (SCK) Z=105, p<0.001, Knowledge of content and teaching (KCT) Z=55, p<0.005, Knowledge of content and students (KCS) Z=118, p<0.001, and Knowledge of content and curriculum (KCC) Z=66, p<0.005 were such domains.

In the following sub-sections, these findings are opened furthermore for individual domains. Due to the big number of claims, only the most essential findings emerging from the tables presented are highlighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Domain</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common content knowledge (CCK)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized content knowledge (SCK)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon Content Knowledge (HCK)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.043*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of Content and Teaching (KCT)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.005**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of Content and Students (KCS)</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of Content and Curriculum (KCC)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.005**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p-value ≤ 0.05, ** p-value ≤ 0.01, *** p-value ≤ 0.001

Table 2. Results of the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test

3.1. Common Content Knowledge

Figure 3 presents the claim-specific results related to the domain of Common content knowledge (CCK). The claims are presented under two themes for the sake of clarity, namely Areas of physics and General knowledge about physics as seen in the survey. The results show that teachers are satisfied how different areas of physics are addressed during their education in comparison to their importance for their profession, with some minor disparities. Regarding the claims related to general knowledge about physics, the results suggest that formal notations, measurement accuracy, and history of physics have had substantial emphasis in teacher education program in comparison to their significance for teaching profession.

The standard deviations reveal that data sets overlap to such a degree that this domain does not possess any significant disparities between teachers’ evaluations of their needs and the education they have received.

![Graph showing mean values and standard deviations for graduated physics teachers' views of the knowledge related to the themes of Common content knowledge (CCK) provided during teacher education and of the importance of these domains for teacher's profession.](image-url)
3.2. Special Content Knowledge

The results related to Special content knowledge are presented under four categories as seen in the survey in Figure 4. It should be noted that in this domain, teachers evaluated each claim visibly more important than addressed in their teacher education, the differences being up to 40 percentage points. These differences are witnessed in various topics, and especially the ones related to safety in experimental working cause concerns if teachers feel unqualified for safe experimental working at schools. The same trend is also seen under the claims related to planning teaching and evaluating learning. These findings are supported by the observation that there is no overlapping of the standard deviation bars in the claims.

![Figure 4. Mean values and standard deviations for graduated physics teachers’ (N=26) views of the knowledge related to the themes of Special content knowledge (SCK) provided during teacher education and of the importance of these domains for teacher's profession.](image)

3.3. Horizon Content Knowledge

With respect to the claims related to Horizon content knowledge seen in Figure 5, both viewpoints evaluated by the teachers are well in agreement, the viewpoint of importance having slightly higher figures. As these claims are related to philosophical and structural nature of physics, this indicates that teachers seem to value this domain and how well it is addressed in their education. The standard deviation bars overlap in all claims greatly so that there does not appear to be significant differences between teachers’ responses in these claims.

![Figure 5. Mean values and standard deviations for graduated physics teachers’ (N=26) views of the knowledge related to the themes of Horizon content knowledge (HCK) provided during teacher education and of the importance of these domains for teacher's profession.](image)
3.4. Knowledge of Content and Teaching

When moving closer to pedagogical knowledge from pure physics, the disparity between teachers’ evaluations for the know-how received during education and the importance of those characters became evident as the results related to the domain of Knowledge of content and teaching (KCT) in Figure 6 show. Each claim in this domain is evaluated higher than 80% when addressing the importance of those for teacher’s profession whilst teachers’ know-how received in their education has the mean value of 47%. The disparity is rather large all over the claims but emphasized especially in setting learning aims, planning whole courses, controlling classroom, individualizing teaching, applying teaching methods, and supporting learning with evaluation as the standard deviation bars also indicate.

Figure 6. Mean values and standard deviations for graduated physics teachers’ (N=26) views of the knowledge related to the themes of Knowledge of content and teaching (KCT) provided during teacher education and of the importance of these domains for teacher’s profession

3.5. Knowledge of Content and Students

The findings related to the domain of Knowledge of content and students (KCS) seen in Figure 7 show that certain elements, such as pupils’ misconceptions and learning theories have been addressed adequately in teacher education in comparison to their importance for teaching profession whilst some others have disparities up to 56 percentage points. The biggest disparities are seen in motivating pupils and evaluating learning. With respect the standard deviation bars, 10 claims out of 15 do not overlap which signals these differences to be significant.

3.6. Knowledge of Content and Curriculum

The results concerning the last domain Knowledge of content and curriculum (KCC) are presented in Figure 8. Again, it is seen that based on teachers’ evaluations, their education has not answered their professional needs. The disparity was evident in all claims but emphasized especially with the themes of using educational materials in teaching and local school curricula. As the standard deviations are rather large in this domain, these bars overlap in all but two claims (local curricula of schools and using educational materials in teaching). These findings suggest that these domains possess the greatest differences between the teachers as clearly there are certain teachers who do not experience much of disparity even if the percent values differ greatly.
Figure 7. Mean values and standard deviations for graduated physics teachers’ (N=26) views of the knowledge related to the themes of Knowledge of content and students (KCS) provided during teacher education and of the importance of these domains for teacher’s profession.

Figure 8. Mean values for graduated physics teachers’ (N=26) views of the knowledge related to the themes of Knowledge of content and curriculum (KCC) provided during teacher education and of the importance of these domains for teacher’s profession.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In the course of this article, physics teachers’ views about their teacher education program and their professional needs have been evaluated. With respect to the first research question “How do graduated physics teachers evaluate their teacher education program in terms of different domains of teacher knowledge?” it was revealed that teachers see that the domains related to common content knowledge and structures of physics have been addressed adequately in their teacher education. Then again, the domains related to teaching, learning, evaluating, grading, and motivating pupils received significantly less favorable evaluations from the teachers. This suggests that the greatest deficiencies in this physics teacher
education program lie on pedagogical content knowledge with its various sub-domains. This finding is well in agreement with the findings from mathematics teacher education program evaluation study (Koponen et al., 2016, 2017).

Regarding the second research question “How do graduated physics teachers evaluate the importance of different domains of teacher knowledge for their profession?” it was shown that teachers evaluate the importance of every domain of teacher knowledge highly, with mean values varying from 72% to 90%. Within all the domains, only a few claims, such as content related to quantum and atomic physics and learning theories, received significantly low percentages but most themes seen in the claims were seen important for teachers’ profession, the emphasis being on the domain Knowledge of content and teaching. Thus, the claims presented seem to be relevant for teacher profession.

Our results show that according to teachers there is a disparity of teachers’ needs and what is delivered in their teacher education. This indicates that the physics teacher education program needs critical evaluation for assuring that the most essential domains of teacher knowledge with their sub-structures are addressed adequately during teacher education. It should be remembered that even if teachers state that certain domains have not been addressed in their education adequately, it might also mean that they misremember or misinterpret that. However, clearly these teachers have experienced that their education has not been ready to answer their needs, and this message should be taken seriously amongst teacher educators.

Whilst comparing our results to the previous study from Finland (Asikainen & Hirvonen, 2010), it is seen that the findings emerging from the studies conducted share similar features between more experienced and more novice teachers, but the spectrum is not as wide amongst more experiences teachers. With respect to a research conducted in New Zealand, there are evident differences between the studies as in New Zealand pedagogical knowledge seems to have a significantly greater emphasis in comparison to Finland (Buabeng et al., 2016). Regarding the studies related to certain domains of teacher knowledge (e.g. Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997), one should be cautious in comparisons as certain sub-themes might get a different emphasis whilst the evaluation has a tighter focus.

The examples from different countries with significantly different results introduced here indicate that teachers’ views can differ depending on the educational culture. For example, in New Zealand subject matter knowledge is not emphasized in their teacher education (Buabeng et al., 2016) when in Finland it has a great emphasis. This suggests that these types of studies should not be bound only to certain theoretical framework but also to country’s education system.

When it comes to trustworthiness of this study, a few things should be mentioned. First, the survey instrument was developed based on research literature by researchers with familiarity with physics, physics teaching, physics teacher education, and MKT model, and according to our findings it serves its purpose well. However, we do realize that it could use some rephrasing and possible different emphases for the sake of unambiguousness. We strongly encourage other researchers to develop the survey furthermore. Second, certain claims might have characteristics from more than one domain of teacher knowledge which raises an issue about their exclusiveness. As there is not one solution for this issue, we decided that each claim should belong to one domain only according to its major characteristics. This categorization has been checked by various researchers, and the final categorization was satisfactory for all of them. To give readers a chance to evaluate this, results are written openly that the sub-structures of all domains are shown in them. It should also be remembered that the figures concerning the two viewpoints evaluated should not be treated as directly comparable as different scales were used in the survey, and interpretations from statistical figures calculated from ordinal data should be drawn with caution. One more thing to remember is that our sample might not represent the whole cohort of graduated teachers, because answering the survey was voluntary, and we reached 57% of them. This might cause some bias, because likely the teachers who returned the survey have higher motivation than average teachers which might be reflected in the results.
Our results suggest that our PKT framework offers a functional base for evaluating physics teacher knowledge. Naturally, the different philosophical nature of mathematics and physics is seen within the domains but the underlying idea of dividing teacher knowledge in six domains functions well. We think that this type of structure would work with most natural sciences, and we encourage other science education researchers to apply this model to describe teacher knowledge in their areas. As Ball et al. (2008) did not claim his framework to be perfect, we also acknowledge possible needs for development, but this model definitely offers a good starting point. Teachers’ needs change with society, and this means that teacher knowledge models should be treated as dynamic systems that are not isolated from their surroundings but reflect possible changes in society and schools, such as reforms in national curricula (Finnish National Board of Education - FNBE, 2014). As a matter of fact, we should keep it in mind that certain elements in the domains, such as content knowledge and misconceptions, remain relatively unchanged over time whilst some others reflect the changes in society more rapidly.

Our findings motivate us teacher educators to evaluate the content and emphases in the entity of physics teacher education program. However, there are certain national guidelines for teacher degrees that set limits for modifying these programs. For example, it is not possible to add new courses or widen the current ones without removing something that already exists. This raises an important question: what sort of emphases should different teacher domains have from the viewpoint of teacher education? In its current form the domains related to content knowledge are emphasized but we should think about if we are ready to change this somehow for the sake of better knowledge related to content and teaching. It has been suggested that there is a certain “optimal” amount of university studies that bring significant benefit for learning (Monk, 1994). This finding makes us to ponder that could we get the same satisfaction and learning for content knowledge also with less courses which would liberate time for topics related to other domains. These give an idea for a new research project where similar survey is given for more experienced teachers because they might offer new interesting insight for teachers’ needs.

We suggest that pre-service teachers should be explicitly introduced a framework for teacher knowledge in their education. This would serve them by means of showing that there is a theoretical foundation for teacher knowledge which could help them to evaluate their own learning furthermore. Optimally, the whole entity of physics teacher education should be constructed so that the target domain of each course would be made evident for students. This would also serve teacher educators as it would necessarily reveal if there are evident deficiencies concerning the most important elements of teacher knowledge.
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